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Hello all, and welcome to (sun)BURST!
My name is Julia Kane, and I am so proud to be presenting (sun)BURST to
you all tonight. I can't thank you enough for being a part of this event.
I am so incredibly grateful for each artist who shared their cancer stories
so openly in order to make this event what it came to be. While I knew that
I would be inspired in this process throughout connecting with everyone, I
had no idea that it would be to this magnitude. Thank you doesn't begin to
cover it.
This event would not have been possible without the support and gracious
donations from Broadway Dance Center. Special thanks to April Cook for
spearheading this with me, and keeping me sane throughout the planning
process!
Incredible gratitude and thanks must also go out to Ali Zdunczyk for not
only sticking by my side through another show, but for diving head first
into creating this one with me. To my mom and family for being by my side
throughout my cancer journey, and all my endeavors, and always. Thank
you to my all-star team of brainstormers and honest-opinion-givers: Liz
DiDomenico, Christophe Desorbay, Megan Kirsch, and Sadie McNamara —
you are each one of a kind, and I am beyond grateful for your friendship
and support.
I hope that you enjoy (sun)BURST as much as I enjoyed the process of
putting it together.

SUN·BURST /ˈSƏNˌBƏRST/ (NOUN) :
A SUDDEN BRIEF APPEARANCE OF THE FULL SUN FROM BEHIND CLOUDS.

better days
Choreographed by: julia kane
danced by: sadie mcnamara
music: better days BY dermot kennedy

video segment 1
pjs
Choreographed by: byron tittle with improvisation by
dancers
danced by: Pauline Casiño, Sam Javier, Jay Mills, Byron Tittle
music: Shorny by Etta Bond

bdc youth co - aim
Choreographed by: stacie webster
danced by: Jenna Berkman, Lizzie Buller, Gabriela Diaz, Kalia Edwards, Ella
Franco, Genevieve Godlesky, Henry LaGrua, Shayla Smith, Lara Terry
music: evermore by taylor swift ft. bon inver

Self Compassion
Choreographed by: brianna mercado
"Parts of us can be crashing and parts of us can be healing. Parts of us can
be grieving and parts of us can be growing. Parts of us can be praying to
surrender and parts of us can be bursting with joy. Learn to make space for it
all in your heart. That's when the true Dance of Life begins." - BRIANNA
danced by: SarahGrace Mariani
music: Plus tôt by Alexandra Stréliski

video segment 2
beyond the sea
Choreographed by: Julia kane
THIS PIECE IS DEDICATED to and inspired by JANICE AGUILERa
danced by: Avery Ambrefe, Lydia Morgen, cassandra Tumasz, Talia Putrino,
Johanna Taylor
music: beyond the sea by bobby darin

without you
Choreographed by: nick silverio
"As I left Student Health in college after receiving my diagnosis, I called my best
friend Rami and said "I have cancer" for the first time out loud. That call was the first
and last time I would cry about my diagnosis for over a year, but her friendship gave
me the permission to be vulnerable and imperfect. During an impossible time that still
doesn't feel real, the most valuable part of my recovery was true friends like Rami
who took care of me when I was pretending to be fine. This piece celebrates our support
systems, features choreography from the many works she and I have done together, and
emphasizes the importance of the love of a friend." - Nick

danced by: Ramita Ravi and Adam Wedesky
music: Without You by Leslie Odom Jr.

run
Choreographed by: marc kimelman
"this piece is about the benefits of group therapy that I experienced during
my treatment." -MARC
danced by: bdc fall 2018 professional semester students
music: run by delta goodrem

One one's own
Choreographed by: bdc professional semester student
emma featherstone
danced by: emma butler, emma butler, Ana León Manterola
music: Indiana by Adrianne Lenker and Buck Meek

evermore
Choreographed by: bdc professional semester alumna
bekah joy howard
danced by: mackenzie bednarek, camryn brothers, ashlynn degeorge,
sarina gonzales, Bekah joy howard, natalie johnson
music: evermore by taylor swift ft. bon iver

video segment 3
bdc youth co - aim mini
Choreographed by: shannon atkins
danced by: Heaven Allah, Hunter Capellan, Eva Gonzalez Casares,
Lydia Kendall Dye, Wynter Mack, Sareya Theisen, Aviva Zaroff
music: Everybody Needs Somebody to Love by The Blues Brothers

closer to fine
Choreographed by: katie drablos
"This song was the first song that inspired me to dance and choreograph
again after treatment completion. The words best summarize how I feel now,
on this side as a survivor. As I continue to find my way, the less I look for
definitives, the more peace I feel. The possibilities are endless and I hope to
keep experiencing the unknown with wide open arms and a pulsing heart,
together." - Katie
danced by: Katie Drablos & Willis Johnston
music: closer to fine by the indigo girls

video segment 4
all i know so far
Choreographed by: julia kane
"something funny about having cancer (as a young adult especially) is that
you seek guidance from others who have gone through similar situations,
thinking they know it all because they’ve gotten through it already. The
reality is, none of us know whats going on…before, during, or after! A big
part of connecting with others is accepting that no one really knows what
they're doing or what's going on, but that there are a lot of ways to cope
and laugh through the uncertainty, and many stages of mullets. and that's
all i know so far." - Julia
danced by: jordan cassetta, Christophe Desorbay, Julia kane, megan kirsch,
sadie mcnamara, taylor spinelli, rachel waldman
music: all i know so far by pink

katie drablos
Katie Drablos is a Dallas native who after graduating from
SMU with a BFA in Dance Performance, moved to the Big Apple
in 2009. It’s year 12 and she’s still dancing, teaching and
choreographing her way through the city. In February of
2021, Katie experienced the shock of her life when what she
thought was a stubborn canker sore turned out to be oral
cancer on her tongue. The past 8 months have been hard —
She fought battle after battle, but with each passing day,
she continues to prove to herself that she is resilient and
healing is possible. The love she has been shown from those
near and far has changed her and opened her heart to a
more spacious, inclusive and bigger way to live.
IG - @KATIEDRABLOS

alyssa epstein
Alyssa spent 14 years kicking up her heels as a World-Famous
Radio City Rockette. She has been seen dancing on the Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day Parade, The Today Show, Good Morning America,
Live with Kelly and Michael, America’s Got Talent and MUCH more.
Favorite regional musical theater credits include 42nd St,
Showboat, and Crazy For You. She is is thrilled and honored to
join the Verdon/Fosse Legacy as one of the first proteges. In her
role, Alyssa assists in recreating, archiving, and teaching the
work of Mr. Fosse to the next generation of dancers.
Alyssa is a graduate student working her way towards her
Master’s degree in Performance Psychology. Her favorite role to
date is 5-year Breast Cancer Survivor. Alyssa works with many
charitable organizations around the country spreading hope to
those Who need it most.
IG- @ALYSSAEPSTEIN

Julia Kane
Julia is currently on jazz faculty at broadway dance center.
she holds a BFA in dance, is a graduate of the BDC Professional
Semester, and of Long Island HS for the Arts (under direction
of Janice Aguilera and Shirlene Blake).
Julia was diagnosed with hodgkins lymphoma in 2017. forced to
stop performing, this spearheaded her transition into the role
she loves most — a teacher and choreographer. she is
grateful for the perspective and life changes that came from
her diagnosis, and finds great comfort in guiding other young
adult cancer fighters through their diagnosis. This is her
second production, following cultivated chaos in 2019. chaos
was a full evening of her own choreography that raised over
$1,000 for dr. mathew matasar's lymphoma survivorship
program at msk.
IG - @juliakanedancecollective

Marc kimelman
Marc Kimelman (he/him) is currently the associate choreographer for
Jagged Little Pill on Broadway. An award-winning choreographer
from Toronto, Canada, he was the associate choreographer for
Broadway's A Bronx Tale as well as the assistant choreographer for
Broadway's Tony-nominated Jesus Christ Superstar, and the 1st
national tour of Queen's We Will Rock You.
Performance credits include La Jolla Playhouse’s Jesus Christ
Superstar, two seasons at the Stratford Shakespeare Festival, and
the feature film Hairspray.
In 2010, Marc spearheaded the event I Move Forward, which brought
together top choreographers, singers and dancers to raise funds for
artists whose lives are affected by cancer. He recently worked with
Richard Simmons and The Pointer Sisters on Dance to Conquer Cancer,
raising funds for the Princess Margaret Cancer Center.
IG- @Kimelman

wynter mack
Wynter is currently a brain cancer warrior since her diagnosis
in June 2021. Wynter enjoys dancing, gymnastics, acting,
drawing and singing. She has been dancing since age 3. she
currently trains at Broadway Dance Center Children’s and
Teen Program, where she is part of AIM Mini dance company.
She continues to enjoy all styles of dance including hip hop,
jazz, contemporary, acro, musical theater, and ballet. She is
also a Level 6 competitive gymnast. She has performed in many
showcases and enjoys attending dance conventions.
Professional work includes commercials for Culturelle and
Capri Sun and print ads for Shoe Carnival and Chelsea Piers. She
is currently filming a pilot children show.
IG - @WYNTERDIVA

brianna mercado
Brianna Mercado is a professional dance artist, teacher, and TEDX
speaker. Her journey is a study in contrasts, a life of serious news
and playful innocence, knock-downs and get-back-ups, the deepest
challenges and the greatest rewards. From surviving lifethreatening bone cancer through an exhaustive battle that took
her fifteenth year of life forever away, to receiving a full-ride
scholarship to UC Berkeley, from pulling up California roots for the
move to the Big Apple, to tirelessly working to give very ill children
reasons to live and fight on—as a counselor at a camp for children
with cancer, a volunteer with organizations designed to give
terminally ill youth reasons to love their life if only for this
moment, and as an organizer of numerous fundraisers for cancer
study, treatment, and prevention—Brianna lives by her own credo
as she lifts the spirit of the world: Go big, regardless.
IG - @BRIPOSITIVE

evan ruggiero
Evan Ruggiero began dancing at the age of five in his hometown studio and by age
ten, he was accepted into the famed New Jersey Tap Ensemble. Upon entering his
sophomore year at Montclair State University while pursuing a Bachelor of Fine
Arts in Musical Theatre, Evan was suddenly diagnosed with Osteosarcoma, a rare
bone cancer of the right leg. Enduring nine surgeries in a six-month period in an
effort to save the leg, the cancer returned more aggressively than the original
diagnosis. He was faced with the ultimate decision of amputation in order to stop
the cancer and save his life, as well as undergoing chemotherapy for sixteen
months. Eighteen months after the amputation, and only two days after receiving
his “peg-leg”, Evan was tap dancing again. In 2018 he received a Drama Desk
Nomination for Best Actor in a Musical, a Chita Rivera Award Nomination for Best
Dancer in a Musical, and was awarded a Clive Barnes Award in Theatre for his
portrayal of Tom Jones in NYC’s off-broadway hit “Bastard Jones.” Recently, he
was seen performing at Carnegie Hall and at the 90th Oscars. He has performed
for many notable individuals such as Ellen Degeneres, President Joe Biden and
First Lady Dr. Jill Biden, Egypt’s sixth and current president, President Abdel
Fattah el-Sisi, and most recently performed alongside two-time Grammy winning
artist, Jason Mraz.
IG - @Lord_Pegleg

nick silverio
Nick Silverio is an NYC-based performer, choreographer, and cofounder of Artswrk.com. Trained at Elite Academy of Dance in
Shrewsbury, MA, he graduated from the University of
Pennsylvania's Wharton School with a Bachelor of Science in
Economics and a concentration in Commercial Dance Management.
TV: SNL, Girls5Eva, SYTYCD, AGT. Theater: Elf (national tour), Billy
Elliot (Goodspeed), La Cage Aux Folles (Goodspeed, Riverside,
Pioneer). Choreography: “First Burn,” “Sparkling Diamond,”
numerous music videos and original company works. Nick was
diagnosed with and treated for cancer in 2017, as a junior in
college, and is so thankful for his medical teams at Penn
Medicine and Memorial Sloan Kettering.
ig - @nicksilverioo

jamie salmon
jamie salmon is a two-time survivor of ovarian cancer, AND LIVES WITH A DIAGNOSIS
OF follicular non hodgkin's lymphoma. she received her professional ballet
training as a youth with Dana Kennedy, Melissa Hayden and Paul Meija. She
attended the North Carolina School of the Arts for Jr. high and high school.
Further training was received at the School of American Ballet and the Joffrey
Ballet school, where she became a member of the Joffrey Concert Group
performing lead roles in classics and new works.
Jamie has also worked with Kirk Peterson and Louis Falco as well as danced in
commercials, tv, film and print work. Jamie began her teaching career at the
Joffrey Ballet school as ballet mistress for the Concert Group and teaching at
the Joffrey school. She is well known on the Dance Convention circuit teaching for
Danny Hoctor’s Dance Caravan, Professional Dance Teacher’s Association Dance
Masters and as a judge for the Stars of Tomorrow Dance Competition.
Jamie has been training dancers of all ages for over 20 years. Her students can be
seen on Broadway, television, in classical and contemporary companies as well
as attending the finest ballet schools and college dance programs in America.
ig - @balletmissjamie

byron tittle
BYRON TITTLE began dancing at a young age in his hometown of
New York, solely in tap and ballet. He studied extensively in all
facets of dance at Broadway Dance Center and the American Tap
Dance Foundation, learning from masters such as Michelle
Dorrance and Derick K. Grant. After touring the country
assisting Gil Duldalao, Laurie Ann Gibson, and Wade Robson, Byron
found commercial success while dancing for Nicki Minaj (VMAs),
Janet Jackson (BET), Kevin Hart (The Wedding Ringer) and more. He
has most recently toured with Hugh Jackman in “The Man, The
Music, The Show” and starred in the “In the Heights” movie set to
release in 2020. He now lives in New York City and enjoys the time
he gets to tour the world with Dorrance Dance, led by the
visionary Michelle Dorrance.
ig - @byrontittle

additional choreography presented by:
SHANNON
ATKINS
broadway dance center faculty / choreographer for aim mini
Shannon Atkins (she/her) moved to New York four years ago from Australia. since then,
her talent and passion for dance has led her to travel regularly throughout the US,
UK, Europe, Canada, Mexico, and Australia judging and setting award-winning
choreography and company repertoire. Most recently, Shannon taught at the Victorian
Dance Festival in Melbourne, Australia alongside Travis Wall as the US
representatives. She is a coach for the USA Dance Team/American Dance Company, who
represent their country in the International Dance Organization’s annual Jazz/Modern
competition in Poland. She is also a judge for the World Dance Championships and has
appeared on Lifetime TV’s Dance Moms.

emma featherstone

broadway dance center professional semester student
Emma Featherstone is an active performer and artist who always strives to convey a
personal narrative through movement and performance. She has worked and performed
on projects such as The Super bowl 52 Halftime Show with Justin Timberlake, Moscow
Ballet Great Russian Nutcracker, and has been featured in the Dance Spirit Magazine
twice as a ‘Rising Future Star.'

bekah joy howard
broadway dance center professional semester alumna
Bekah Joy Howard is an NYC based teacher, dancer, and choreographer originally
from central FLorida. She has presented work at festivals and events across
NYC, and teaches dance and dance anatomy to students ages 3-18. She aims to
share perspective and light with each person she connects with. Presently,
Bekah is Programs Coordinator for the Educational Department here at BDC.

STACIE WEBSTER

broadway dance center faculty / choreographer for aim
Stacie Webster (she/her) has been moving dance students toward higher levels of
personal and group achievement for the past 15 years and has been on the dance
faculty at Broadway Dance Center for the past ten years. A native of Southern Utah,
she attended Southern Utah University where she earned a B.S. in Dance Performance,
and was awarded the San Christopher Scholarship. Stacie is also the director of her
own training program, Jazz Boot Camp, running successfully for the past seven years.
Performance credits include Nike Industrial, Repertory Dance Theatre, Brigham Young
University's Theatre Ballet, Salt Lake City Winter Olympics, Mirage Hotel in Las Vegas,
Webster Hall, Symphony Space, Boston Convention Center, Javits Center, and
Catastrophe Dance Company. Stacie is currently represented by Clear Talent Group as
an Educator, and is on Turn It Up Dance Challenge faculty as a master teacher.

special thanks to
broadway dance center
for the gracious donations of time, space, volunteers, and support.
without bdc, this evening would not be possible.

Allison zdunczyk
thank you to ali zdunczyk for donating her time and talents to
interview, direct, film, edit, and so carefully and graciously
capture and tell the stories of our artists.

full out creative
SPECIAL THANKS TO SANDY SHELTON AND FULL OUT CREATIVE FOR DONATING
THEIR TIME AND TALENTS TO BRING THIS EVENT TO PEOPLE ALL AROUND THE
WORLD VIA LIVESTREAm.

jayna photography
thank you to jayna (jenna) maslechko for donating her time and
talent to photograph the event.

media by z
thank you to zanza steinberg (media by z) for donating her time and
talent to film the event.

be sure to check out and
be sure to check out our raffles,
enter our raffles
GRACIOUSLY DONATED BY:
alexa rae makeup
ATHETA flatiron
ARTSWRK
bdc online
maljpet photo
james jin images
JAMIE SALMON
the limit fitness
physique 57
media by z
100% of the funds raised through raffle
donations will go to wynter mack and her family

LEARN MORE AND ENTER RAFFLES AT
JULIAMKANE.COM/RAFFLES

